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INTRODUCTION
plasticity-related effects of motor learning likely shape the intrinsic configuration of brain 82 circuits the biological mechanisms in humans remain largely unknown. 83 Plausible molecular mechanisms contributing to motor learning-related network changes 84 include glutamate-dependent processes (Dayan & Cohen, 2011) . Supportive evidence is 85 provided by animal studies showing that motor training can shift the glutamatergic N-methyl-86 D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor subunit composition in BG (Kent, Deng, & McNeill, 2013) and 87 promote the NMDA dependent synaptic plasticity in the primary motor cortex of rats (Kida et 88 al., 2016), while impaired motor performance was observed in mGluR4 gene knock out mice 89 (Pekhletski et al., 1996) . In humans, evidence for the involvement of glutamate-dependent 90 processes during motor learning is less direct. Here, many studies have focused on the effects Doyon, 2004) . 99 In the current work we aimed to answer two main questions in healthy humans, first whether 100 the brain's resting-state network configuration relates to individual differences in short-term Figure 1 . Set-up of the sequential visual isometric pinch task (SVIPT, see Methods for details). 143 Subjects were asked to move the cursor into the highlighted targets (i.e. G2) as fast and as 144 accurate as possible. The sequence of targets was 2-5-3-1-4. The manikin illustration is 145 copyright protected (©Petr Ciz -Fotolia.com). Network-based statistic (NBS) 210 We analyzed the connectivity matrices with NBS to identify clusters of node connections Relationship to graph-based diagnostics 324 At the global brain network level, we observed significant associations between the individual 325 skill learning ability and four of the seven graph diagnostics. While positive correlations were 326 found for smallworldness (t(55)= 2.73, r = 0.35, praw = 0.008, pcorr = 0.032, Figure 2B ) and 327 global efficiency (t(55)= 2.90, r = 0.36, praw = 0.005, pcorr = 0.025, Figure 2C ), we detected 328 negative associations for characteristic path length (t(55) = -3.33, r = -0.41, praw = 0.002, pcorr = 329 0.014, Figure 2D ) and transitivity (t(55) = -2.92, r = -0.37, praw = 0.005, pcorr = 0.025, Figure   330 2E). We observed no significant associations between skill learning ability and assortativity 331 and modularity Q of the network (all pcorr values > 0.225, Table S2 ). In addition, there was no 332 significant correlation between skill learning ability and whole brain mean connectivity (r = 333 -0.11, praw = 0.41, Table S2 ). All calculated graphs displayed small-world network properties 334 (σ = γ/λ > 1, range 1.02 -2.69). Relationship to subnetwork functional connectivity 347 Although we did not detect a significant association between short-term skill learning ability 348 and the mean correlation estimates of the whole-brain functional connectome (r = -0.11, praw 349 = 0.41, Table S2 ), significantly associated brain subnetworks likely exist. Consistent with this Table S1 . 
364
Detailed information can be found in Table S1 . The structural analysis did not provide any evidence for an association between the mean grey 376 matter volume of the 69 subnetwork nodes and skill learning ability (t(56) = -0.33 , p = 0.74). 377 Also, we detected no significant correlations between mean gray matter volume of the 69 378 subnetwork nodes and the mean functional connectivity estimates of the 91 links of the NBS 379 subnetwork (t(56) = -0.10 , p = 0.92) or any of the four whole-brain graph features identified to 380 relate to skill learning ability (all |t(56)| < 1.28, p > 0.21). This makes the influence of structural 381 confounds on skill learning ability and its association with the identified NBS subnetwork 382 unlikely.
384
Effects of NMDA receptor challenge 385 We detected no significant behavioral differences for skill increase (block 4 -block 1, F(1,17) = 386 0.33, p = 0.86), task duration (F(1,17) = 1.82, p = 0.20) or error rate (F(1,17) = 0.48, p = 0.50) 387 between the placebo and ketamine conditions (drug order was included as covariate of non-388 interest).In comparison to placebo, application of ketamine did not result in significant 389 differences in global network measures (all F(1,12) < 0.83, p > 0.38) or whole brain mean 390 connectivity (F(1,12) = 2.04, p = 0.18), but significantly decreased the mean functional 391 connectivity of the learning associated cerebellar-cortical network (F(1,12) = 6.38, p = 0.027).
392
In addition, the mean connectivity of the cerebellar-cortical network was significantly 393 negatively correlated with individual Norketamine concentrations (46.1 ± 21.6 ng/ml, t(13) = -394 2.40, r = -0.55, p = 0.032, Figure 4 ) in the ketamine condition (age, sex, FD and BMI were 395 controlled as covariates of non-interest). Average frame-wise displacement (p = 0.424) and 396 the time interval between drug infusion and resting state scan (p = 0.219) were not 397 significantly different between the ketamine and placebo conditions. A trend towards a main 398 effect of drug order was found (p = 0.06). The results indicate that the functional connectivity 399 of the NBS-derived cerebellar-cortical network is impacted by ketamine and negatively 400 associated to the concentration of the major active metabolite (i.e., Norketamine). Controlling for individual mean functional connectivity differences 411 We replicated the findings that skill increase is significantly positively associated with 412 smallworldness (p = 0.008) and global efficiency (p = 0.005) and negatively associated with 413 characteristic path length (p = 0.002) and transitivity (p = 0.006) using the mean functional (similar number of links in network, but more strict initial threshold p < 0.0001; FWE 419 corrected p < 0.001, 87 links, ICC > 0.72) cerebellar -cortical subnetworks that were 420 significantly associated with short term motor learning ability and were modulated by 421 ketamine (F(1,11) = 6.97, p = 0.023 for the subnetwork with 220 links ; F(1,11) = 4.93, p = 0.048 422 for the subnetwork with 87 links). Age, sex, order, BMI, mean FD and mean connectivity Using a more stringent motion correction approach, we could replicate our previous findings 431 that motor learning is positively correlated with smallworldness (r = 0.39, p = 0.003), global 432 efficiency (r = 0.41, p = 0.002) and negatively correlated with transitivity (r = -0.39, p = 433 0.003) (Table S2 ). However, motor learning was no longer correlated with characteristic path 434 length (r = -0.24, p = 0.074, Table S2 ).
435
In addition, we could replicate our finding of a cerebellar-cortical subnetwork that was 436 correlated with learning rate. In detail, 81 connections linking bilateral cerebellum to visual, 437 sensorimotor, parietal and frontal areas were positively correlated with skill increase 438 (uncorrected initial p < 5 × 10 -4 , FWE corrected p = 0.036) while controlling age and sex as 439 covariates of non-interest (FD was no longer controlled as covariate of non-interest since we 440 used FD for scrubbing). This subnetwork also had a fair to good reliability (ICC > 0.73). We 441 then extracted the mean connectivity of the 81 connections and found a significant main effect 442 of drug (F(1,13) = 5.10, p = 0.042) controlling for age, sex, order and BMI as covariates of non-443 interest. The mean connectivity of the 81 connections was also significantly negatively 444 correlated with Norketamine concentrations (r = -0.55, p = 0.03) when age, sex and BMI were 445 controlled as covariates of non-interest.
447
Influence of initial threshold definition 448 To further explore the robustness of our NBS finding, we repeated our skill learning 449 association analysis using two different initial thresholds for cluster definition, i.e. p < 0.001 450 (less strict) and p < 0.0001 (more strict). Notably, a less strict initial p value should result in a 451 larger but more unspecific network, while a stricter initial p value should provide a more 452 specific, but smaller network. As expected, using an initial threshold of p < 0.0001, we found processing and analysis procedures were kept identical to our initial AAL-based analysis.
468
Similar to our AAL-based analysis, we detected a significant positive correlation of skill 469 increase with small-worldness (r = 0.28, p = 0.031) and global efficiency (r = 0.36, p = 0.005) 470 and a significant negative correlation of skill increase with transitivity (r = -0.38, p = 0.002).
471
In addition, the NBS analysis with the Rosenberg atlas resulted in a very similar, but 472 interestingly less reliable (ICC2,1 = 0.63, ICC3,1 = 0.64) cerebellar -cortical network with 69 473 links that showed a significant positive association with skill learning (FWE corrected p = 474 0.044, Figure S1 ). Moreover, comparable to our AAL-based findings, the mean connectivity 475 of this network was significantly negatively correlated with Norketamine concentrations (r = -476 0.62, p = 0.014). We conclude from these observations that a) our AAL-based NBS findings In the current resting-state fMRI study, we found several global brain network features to be 484 significantly associated with individual motor learning ability. Further, we identified a 485 cerebellar-cortical functional subnetwork that was a) significantly associated with short-term 486 learning ability using a well-established motor learning task (Reis et al., 2009) and b) 487 significantly modulated by NMDA receptor antagonism. We discuss our findings in more 488 detail in the following paragraphs.
489
Firstly, we demonstrate that short-term motor learning ability is associated with several global 490 network features that characterize a network's capability to process information efficiently those global features of brain networks rather reflect the brain's general capability to master a 505 task independent of training-induced alterations.
506
Secondly, we identified a highly plausible cerebellum centered network with links between 507 cerebellar, visuospatial, sensorimotor, frontal and temporal regions that were positively 508 associated with an individual's learning ability. We further provided evidence suggesting that 509 the associated subnetwork is relatively reliable and robust against a variety of potential 510 influencing factors including local grey matter volume, age, sex, head motion, individual 511 mean functional connectivity differences, and the choice of the initial cluster-forming 512 significance threshold and parcellation scheme, respectively.
513
Notably, the identified subnetwork is highly plausible since it connects several key areas whole-brain efficiency markers as trait-like reflections of the brain's capability to perform a 562 range of different tasks.
563
Our study has several limitations worth mentioning. Most importantly, while our finding of 564 learning-related subnetwork connectivity indices is in line with the hypothesis that motor 565 training leads to temporary changes in the functional brain network architecture, the 566 directionality of such an effect cannot be claimed with our cross-sectional data. Even though 567 we acquired resting-state data after off-line motor learning, the interpretation of a predisposed 568 suitability of intrinsic brain networks for the challenged motor performance is equally 569 plausible (Mary et al., 2016) . Secondly, while the connectivity within the motor learning 570 associated subnetwork was significantly decreased under NMDA receptor blockade, the 571 interpretation of impaired motor memory consolidation would ultimately require an affected 572 motor performance in a preceding motor task. However, as we did not reassess the motor 573 performance after scanning we must defer such a proof to future studies. Thirdly, previous interpretation. We nonetheless cannot fully exclude that other drug-induced differences in 582 task engagement may have existed and have been carried over to the following resting state 583 scan. Fourthly, although ketamine modulated our specific cerebellum centered subnetwork, 584 ketamine as a non-competitive NMDA receptor antagonist may also plausibly influence other 585 brain subnetworks.
586
In conclusion, we demonstrate that global brain network characteristics and specific 587 subnetwork connectivity patterns during resting-state are associated with motor learning 588 before scanning. We further show that the identified learning-related subnetwork connectivity 589 estimates are unrelated to the grey matter volume of the nodes, reliable, and susceptible to 590 glutamate challenge. We posit that the observed differential modulation of the examined 591 whole-brain graph theoretical vs. cerebellar-cortical network features by ketamine may reflect 592 distinct qualities of learning-related brain function, for example, individual predisposition for 593 learning new motor skills (global brain network measures) vs. glutamate-dependent processes
